Patentability of an Invention
(Prior-art search)

Innomantra Consulting assess the
invention and produces report on
patentability based on which client can
decide whether to file a patent or work
further on the invention. Prior art search
is also important to outline the scope of
the claims while drafting the patent
application and devising plans for
further research in a particular area.

Freedom-to-Operate Analysis
Freedom-to-operate analysis or FTO
analysis is used to determine whether a
particular action, such as testing or
commercializing a product, can be done
without infringing valid intellectual
property rights of others. The search
scope includes enforced patents,
published pending patent applications
and expired patents followed by full
review of claims of the most relevant
located patents.

Technology Landscape
Analysis

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RESEARCH & PROTECTION

“Necessity is the mother of all inventions, but patent right is the father.”– Josh Billing
Drafting, Filing, Prosecution (Response to Office Action) Of Patents at Indian Patent
Office as Well as Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
With a team comprising of Patent Attorneys, Registered Patent Agents with strong
technical background in various fields, we provide competent quality services in patent
drafting, filing and prosecution in various areas of engineering and technology. We draft,
file and prosecute patents not only at Indian Patent Office but also internationally (PCT
filing).
Registration of Copyright, Trademark and Industrial Designs
At Innomantra, we offer trademark search and analysis along with the opinion on the
chances of getting the trademark registered. We also offer filing and prosecution of
application for trademark registration with Trademark Registry.
PCT National Phase Filing in India
We assist foreign individuals/organisations in filing and prosecution of PCT National
Phase Applications at the Indian Patent Office.

Based on technology landscape
analysis, appropriate IP strategy,
compliant with business strategy is
devised for the organizations because a
good IP strategy is a critical part of
business plan and growth at any stage.

Validity Search
A validity/invalidity search seeks to
uncover patents or other published prior
art that may render a granted patent
invalid. The search results consist of a
search report, a claims mapping chart
and citation of prior art. The results of
the search are used to invalidate a
patent involved in infringement litigation
or to support due diligence and
ascertain the validity of a patent.

Claim Chart Preparation
A claim chart is a highly detailed
document that offers an argument
explaining precisely how a certain
product of a particular organization
arguably infringes upon a claim of the
patent. Claim charts are prepared to
determine and establish the extent of
overlap between one or more claims of
a patent and a product/technology.
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